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No.

I
H.E. the Governor. SUBJECT.

193 5.
STANLEY WATER SUPPLY -2Sth February.

Elimination of heavy peat content of water
delivered through the mains.

Previous Paper.

I

X.

KiH'

Hon. Colonial Secretary.

the Governor.

the Cora ion.
Subsequent Paper.

(

The primary cause is from peat dust being 
blown into the open storage reservoir from

eliminating some of the peat stain.
give the following reasons:-

if1 /(p

MINUTES.

0 /-

1 regret that I misunderstood His Excellency
1 quoted a recurrent figure for

With regard to
the peat content, 1 

(a).



2.

4.

incrustation. His

mainMoody Valley.

(b). Government House supply passes through two 
storage tanks in the roof, and undoubtedly collects 
a certain amount of sedimentation.

he question of roofing the reservoir was first 
dealt with in August, 1926, and was brought forward 
when preparing draft estimates in subsequent years, 
but each time the work has been turned down.

5. 1

The revised estimate for this work is H97O, with 
recurrent expenditure at say ~IO for minor repairs and 
painting. 
incrustation of nines.

agree that it is most desirable to eliminate the 
peat content from the water which is bound to increase 

Excellency can, however, be assured 
that mains recently inspected show no undue clogging. 
General.

6. The water is collected in a stone run situated at 
xt is conveyed to Stanley through a 4H 

with wash-outs for cleansing the main at convenient intervals. 
In Stanley the water received from the main is passed through 
a filter bed and then into a storage reservoir, where it is 
taken off by a floating arm to the town mains. The filter 
bed is naturally small but efficient. It contains imported 
limestone, local shingle and sand, and hydrated lime, 
imported for the purpose, is added to the filter each month.

The peat content is very noticeable at the present 
time due to the succession of strong southerly winds, 

and the fact that the reservoir is due for cleaning.
3. 1 submit that the primary cause could be cured 

by the roofing in of the reservoir. The question of 
Government House supply can be altered to take direct 
off the main instead of through the tanks at a small cost, 
and 1 will take an early opportunity to have this 
carried out.
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Sheet No A.’Inside Minute Paper.
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<=r.

to the .ion. Senior Medical Officer for his
information.

the
question of an increased supply receive

. ith the number of connectionsconsideration.
to the present supply there is a danger of
shortage during a. dry spell. Many people

refused; also sanitation in the town in the
form of more ...C’s to the houses, is desirable.

water taken during the last 2 years are in this
office.

j L

5.

A report on th spring and proposed supply from 
Mullet Creek has been forwarded and samples of

are requesting to have their nremises 
connected to the town supply and have to be

i would welcome an inspection 
and any criticism he ma1' have to make.

Director of Public ..orks 26th February,1935.

i would suggest that

Cony of private letter from the Crown Agents to Sir John Middleton, K.C.M.G. re filtration plant, etc.4. Copy of minute from Colonial Surgeon re. filtration. (2 4/25).Extract from Minutes of Meeting of Executive Council (24/4/25).6.& 7. Copy of letters re. addition of lime to filters.
8. Copy of minute from Executive Engineer (2I/8/21- regarding the roofing of the reservoir ‘ ‘ ‘together with a conv of nrenaned inden{

k-
Enclosures.

Copy of letter (24/1/25) from. Consulting.Chemists re filtration through sand beds. I 2. Analysis of water (12/1/25).I 3. Cony of Private letter from

9. Finally

As there are several minute papers 
on the subject of water works, filters, etc., 
I have had the most important letters, and 
those having a bearing on the subject, copied 
for easy perusal and reference.

8. 1 submit that this ’may be passed
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COPY OF LETTER.

From. Messrs Filey, Harbord & Law.
i ■ To.

Date.
Ref.

Dear ir,

With reference to your letter of the loth inst,
we are of the opinion that nrovided suitable precautions

The water in

installation of any expensive plant.
Yours faithfully,

what you have told us that this presents no serious 
difficulty), the simplest form of filtration through a

can be taken to insure that there is no pollution of 
the water from organic sources (and we understand from

Port Stanley Improvement '.'ater Lunnly. Scheme

sand bed should be quite satisfactory.
question is of a remarkable degree of purity and for 
many purposes it might be better if it contained 
slightly more lime in solution, if, however, this is 
considered desirable it can be easily added without the

The Chief Insnecting Engineer, Crown Agents' Office.
24th January, 1925.
EFL/IEC.



COPY OF LITTER. r-
From.

The Or wn Agents for the Colonies.To.
Dated. 12th January, 1925.

Dear Sir,
PORT

'h ' following are the resu _ts of our analysis of the
Sample of water from Mount ’.illiam

Drains per gallon.
oTOTAL SOLIDS at 240 F. 10.1.

after ignition ...n 6.4f T

ANALYSIS OF SOLIDS.

POTASH

0.26
or

0.38

2>

natter.

Have you any

Yours faithfully,
p.p. RILEY, HARBORD

(Sgd).

0.0182.0.0266.FREE AMMONIA. ...ALBUMINOIL AMMONIA 

'd >
3

tone Run"

SILICA.......... .. 0.19OXIDE OF’IRON *AND’ALUMINA’’ 0^32. 
LIME  0.48J MAGNESIA 0.52) SULPHURIC ACID  1.66) CHLOEINE...............  3.21)SODIUM................. 1.71)0.31)

Equivalent to :
FREE AVONIA parts ner million or milligrams per litre ALBUMINOID APHONIA parts per million milligrams per litre. .
DEGREES OF HARDNESS 

(SODIUM CHLORIDE...4.35 (POTT.iSSIUMSULPHATE 0.39 (CALCIUM SULPHATE. 1.17 (MAGNESIUM " ..0.60(MAGNESIUM CHLORIDE 0.75

STANLEY FAINLAND ISLANDS 18/9/24.

rganic matter without knowing something of the conditions 
ider which it has been collected, and stored.
formation on this point?

This is a very pure sample of water, the solid matter 
in solution being very low. The undesirable feature is the 
quantity of ammonia which indicates contamination by organic 

it is impossible to indicate the derivation of this

111 ±UX±O YV-LXlg, Ctl U UJIU 1 LOU- . UO UUi U!1C

sample of water received from.you on the 31st December, marked

■t>: LA?/.

Messrs Riley, Harbord & Law.
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I 5COPY OF LETTER.

Sir John Middleton,

I

C.M.G.,H.E. The Governor, Falkland, islands.

Crown ..gents for the Colonies,
4 I Milbank,

London. G.V'.I.
3rd February, 1925.

doubtless be anxious to know how 
with the x ort Stanley ' later
send you a few lines on the subject.

duly received and
Uley, Harbord

Dear Sir John,
As you will 

the matters in connection 
Sunnly are nroceeding, i

The samples of water were 
a portion submitted to our Chemists, Messrs 
& Law for analysis, the remainder being handed to : essrs 
Vickers for examination in connection with the pronosed 
filtration plant. You will not from the enclosed cony 
of ''essrs Riley Harbord £'■ La.w’s report dated 12th Januai y, 
that the sample is of a very pure water, the only 
undesirable feature being the amount of ammonia which it 
contains. In view of their remarks as to the ammonia, 
I saw Roberts in the matter and he explained to me that 
the area from which the water had been collected was subject 
to contamination from animal life (in fact I understand that 
animals were running quite close to the source of collection 
when the samples were taken) and that the Government intend 
to effectually enclose the whole of the catchment area 
from which the water is proposed to be taken, so that there 
shall be no possibility of any animal contamination.

in these circumstances, 1 spoke to Messrs 
Riley Harbord & Law> and further correspondence (copy enclosed 
has passed, and. yOu will not from their letter of the 
24th January that provided suitable steps are taken to prevent 
pollution, that, in their opinion, the water will require 
no exceptional filtration.treatment to render it fit for 
human consumption. It is, therefore, clear that the



£4-

should

at a 40’ higher level. Roberts,

diameter main,

This main
is only about one and a third miles long and the additional
cost of the extra inch in diameter would be say 3.150.

from

for

FOUR PIPE.
Please
telegraphed

•essrs dickers raised the question
They considered that

My reason 
is that in the case of

during
theref0I,°

4" main
instruct

to us as

filtration plant suggested by Messrs Vickers at a cost 
of 3.700 or 3.800 is unnecessary, and we are not therefore 
proceeding with its purchase unless we hear from you to 
the contrary.

The liming of the water recommended by Messrs 
Riley riarbord & Law is a. comparatively simple matter 
and we are making enquiries to ascertain whether a 
simple, more or less automatic, device can be obtained 
for this purpose. it will, 1 understand, be necessary 
to send lime from this country.

i understand, can arrange 
for the higher intake and should do so in any case.

ith regard to the 4" diameter main, 1 would urge 
that the supply main from the storage reservoir to the 
town should be at least 4" internal diameter.

./hen quoting, 
as to the diameter of the piping, 
in view of the loss of head, 4" diameter piping 
be used and that the intake should, if possible, be taken

There would be no additional cost for laying, 
for suggesting the larger main 
fire you will want to use as many hydrants as possible, 
and to get a good flow of water through them a 4" main 
will be necessary, esneci- Uy after two or three years 
when the interior of the main will probably be incrusted 
and therefore reduced in effective diameter. The feiain 

the spring to the reservoir will have a gradual flow 
the full twenty four hours and the 3” diameter may 

suffice for a number of years, if the proposal 
from reservoir to town is approved, would you 

that the following code word be 
soon as possible



/uCOPY OF LBmTTR.

To  The Crown
ys5.Dated.... 11th February,

Dear Sir,
Stanley improvement Scheme. rater Supply.Port

expense in erecting an apparatus for the addition of
lime and we would suggest that under the circumstances
the simplest plan would be to place a certain amount
of limestone on the filter bed and this will be
slightly acted on by the water with no risk of the
water taking un too much of the lime.

As regards the colour of the water we would

of waters that are met with in
Q cotland. however, that

Yours faithfully,

m reply to your letter of the 3rd instant, 
we realise that you do not wish to go to any great

the effect of also eliminating to a great extent 
the colouration of the water.

The colour of this sample is much less marked 
than the majority

\ e are under the impression, 
the addition of a small amount of lime will have

mention that the sample received here is slightly 
coloured, so little in fact that we should hardly 
think it is worth while taking any steps to remove 
the colouration, assuming of course that it is 
derived as you say in your letter from peat.

From  Messrs Riley, Harbord u Law.
agents for the Colonies.



COUNCIL

to be of exceptional purity and that provided, suitable
precautions wore taken to ensure that there was no
pollution from organic sources, the simplest form of

filtration plant originally contemplated would be
unnecessary.

His Excellency also stated that on the
recommendation of

a 4" main foi1 the
intake at liount William and the reservoir in Stanley.

filtration through sand beds would be sufficient, 
m the circumstances the nurchase of the expensive

♦

3'' main first nroposed between the

improvement ’Yorks and the advice of the crown Agents 
for the colonies it has been decided to substitute

r. G.Roberts, E.E. in charge of the

EXTRACT FROM NI1RJTES OF WEETINC OF EXECUTIVHELD ON 24th APRIL, 1P25._______________

The Governor informed the Council that on analysis 
the water from the mount William stone run was found



Mr Eraut's letter to me is attached and can
I read it to Dr. Deane a few

.4e considered that the analysis of the water

importance.
2. 7111 you please refer this paper to Colonial

stated his views correctly.

r. h'oberts.
de wishes to take levels at reservoir and intake
before a decision is taken and will report in due course.

Hon. Colonial Secretary.
I told iiis Excellency

please.

Hon. Colonial Surgeon.
Accordingly.

was most satisfactory and that

I beg to confirm what 
regarding the use of properly constructed sand filter 
beds in preference to the use of mechanical filters, 
which require skilled labour to keep in order and even 
then are liable at times to get out of order.

The analysis of the water was most satisfactory

Surgeon in order that he might say whether

14)

gd. F.C.1'.Deane.
Colonial urge on.

2/4/25.

i have

1 an taking up the question of 4" supply main 
(from storage reservoir to town) with M:

Hon. C.S.

open sand filter beds 
were preferable to /ickers self cleansing drifting 
sand filter. From his experience of this tyoe of 
filter he thought it might be liable to get out of 
order. He thought discolouration a matter of minor

Extract from A.:\ 199/23.

remain in this paper, 
days ago.

1lid. d . . ..30/3/25.
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should

on the 7th February.

- have advised Roberts that in running the pipes 
from the source, provision should be made for installing 
a Vickers or similar plant in the future should 
circumstances require it.

1 rather doubt whether the sand filter will remove

0.1

which is going 
start on the scheme.

the peat colouration from the water, and your townsmen should 
be advised on this point as there might be a tendency to 
criticise the water owing to its colour, but if it is 
otherwise perfectly aood for human consumption the" 
be satisfied - (should there be other simple methods of 
treatment for removing the colouring matter from the water 
we will advise you).

not received until the 13th January, and although we were 
then making every endeavour to get the pipes, the demand 
has been so great during recent months that it has only 
been nossible to secure about 850 yards of 3" C.l. piping, 
for shipment by the above vessel, but Roberts appears 
satisfied that these pipes together with the other material 

forward will enable him to make a good

in case you have not been advised through other channels 1 take this opportunity of stating that work - on the "Discovery' has proceeded well during the last few months and that she was taken out of dry dock on the 30th January, to enable her engines, masts, etc., to be fitted, and as these are practically all ready, progress should be rapid.
Trusting that you are well, and with kind regards,

I remain,Yours sincerely,
(Sgd). w.Eraut.

Lagarto"
.ith regard to the 0.1. pipes, however, we have not 

been so successful, '“he Colonial Office instructions were

Je have urged forward the supplies of tools, etc., 
motor lorry and roller, and i have hopes that all will 
be shinned by the

13;.



FALKLAND ISLANDS.

Indent No*. Date* 1&&

Indentgoods required.

required by the j Department.

>.

Reqicisition. O.H.M.S.

C/hA

STANLEY.

If necessary that goods be shipped by

instructions here and briefly indicate reason for necessity 

t Q- ci/600

Any other instructions to the Crown Agents as to the execution of this indent as a whole

  

  

 

No tin=lined cases to be supplied.

Space for local use only.

Head

5

Approved,

  
COLONIAL SECRETARY.

Stanley Improvement Sorks
ADDRESS.

I hereby certify that the above requisition is made for the current supply of an es
tablished and customary service sanctioned by His Majesty’s Government, and that the 
expenditure has been duly sanctioned by Appropriation Ordinance 1926.

a fixed, date or by a- particular vessel enter

Estimated total cost in sterling exclusive of packing and freight

•August g

EXECUTWE EttGtKEER/
Head of Department.

Charge toStanley irnproverrent V.orks
Available balance in vote

XIX. Appendix I (1926)
Sub-head

O. A. G.,

GIve No. and date to be used 
in correspondence with the 
Crown Agents.

t Brief description of the on the Crown Agents for the Colonies for^ 

Galvanised Garrugat-ed Iron -.oof for covering Reservoir-
+ Department, of the Colonial 

Government ordering the 
goods.



FALKLAND ISLANDS.

Date*_______  

Quantity. Description of Articles. Remarks.
Rate. d.

i

i

0.£600. 0.

and

-
Total estimated cost of the Indent ...

■

iron_ plain ridging,^andzinc
I

alvanised corrugated gauge, to water

Indent No*  
• To correspond with No. and date 
_____ at head of first sheet.

6 
'A

.©

I»-W:

Nage.........I

■ .-7 3

Btl '

Gi ‘ 'iron Roof, 24 cover concrete Reservoir and filtering Tahk to the overall measurements shorn on the attached drawing, complete with all necessary trusses, angle iron purlins and other members and bolts, nuts and washers for fixing, 
24 gauge galvanized corrugated iron sheeting for covering the whole of roof and sides to filter tank with door where shown on drawing anc with all necessary galvanized ix-'jii plain ridging, uui zr or steel valley guttering where roof over filter tar joins on to main roof.3 No. fixed galvanized iren louvred ridge ventilators. 20 No. Corrusrated iron fixed skylights with centre bar and Hartley’s rough rolled wired glass for skylights.Ill necessory hook bolts, nuts and washers for fixirg sheeting and galvanized bolts nuts ana washers, with 5i extras of hook bo. ts, nuts and washers.

Notes on the roof etc. are attached for guidance.
The cost of the above comlete in Sngland has been estimated at between £550 and £600, Ux_2 it is hoped that the sum >f £600 will not be exceeded.i. N.

August, 1926.
Estimated Cost In 

England.
Total.

£ s.



To.
The Hon.

With reference to the above

for the

5.

£860.

Executive Engineer.

for Grown Agents.

o.

9 O O O 

0 0 0* 

0 o • o

under Water Supply for this work sufficient savings 
have been effected on the work so far carried out

roof for covering the reservoir and for enclosing 
the filter bed together with a drawing and notes 
on the roof etc. required.

The cost of this work is estimated as follows:-

, I beg to report 
that it is considered desirable to roof the Water

Enclosure^.Indent, in quadruplicate.Notes on roof. , , Drawing dated 19/8/26.

Colonial Secretary, 
Port Stanley.

600.140
120■' i o-v

to meet this contingency.
I therefore attach indent on the Crown Agents 

Colonies for a galvanized corrugated iron
4.

Materials complete in England, freight and Landing Charges....... Transport and erection. ....
Estimated total contingency.*

Executive Engineer,
Improvement Works, 

Port Stanley.
21 st August, 1926.

Reservoir and filter Bed to prevent dirt and peat dust 
from being blown in from the adjacent peat bogs 
on the Common^ also, affording protection from frosts during winter months.

2. His Excellency Sir John Middleton expressed a 
desire that, if possible, this should be done.

Although no provision was ma.de in the estimates

STANLEY IMPROVEMENT WORKS.Wat.g.r. Sunnly ) - Covering for Reservoir and Filter Bed.

ma.de


.r:

(I).

filter- tank

with

of trusses as shown at

(4).

*

A galvanized corrugated iron roof is required 
to cover the concrete Water reservoir and Filter Tank

FALKLAND 131,11)3.
ROOF FOR COVERING CONCRETE WATER RESERVOIR ARD FILTER TANK.

put in when spacings are known.

1926,

The necessary concrete oiers to support centre 
”D" on drawing also for shoes 

and holding down bolts will be provided locally and

3 No.

Ample provision should be made in the roof for 
ventilation and lighting. It is therefore requested 
that the following may be provided and supplied:-

sheeting

(2).

20 No.

All the necessary materials are to be supplied 
for the complete roof and adjoining shed for covering 

, with steel trusses, angle iron purlins 
a- d other members and galvanized corrugated iron 

of 24 gauge,with all necessary galvanized 
iron hook-bolts, nuts and washers for fixing sheeting 

53 extras of hook bolts, nuts and washers.
?

extras of hook bolts,
All necessary galvanized plain iron, ridging and 
galvanized zinc or steel valley guttering for the 
valley where roof over filter tank joins to the 
main roof of reservoir, with all necessary 1/4"

Braby’s (or other similar) galvanized 
iron fixed louvred ridge ventilators, 
4 feet in length.

(3).

to the overall measurements shown on the drawing 
dated I9th August, 1926., attached hereto, complete 
with galvanized corrugated iron sides to the filter tank, 
and with door 7 ft. x 4 ft. as shown at "C" on drawing.

galvanized bolts, nuts and washers for securing 
No eaves guttering or brackets are required.



4

(2).

20 Mo.

9

X^

economical.

9

(6).

(7).

As there are no facilities in the Colony 
for rivetting it is requested that bolts, nuts and 
washers be supplied in lieu of rivets for fixing 
the purlins and other members of the trusses.

fll carts
■

/11

(5).

■

Braby’s "Eclipse" (or other similar) 
corrugated iron Skylights, fixed or 
dead, with centre bar.

Mo attempt has been made to design or to 
give the sizes of the various members for the 
steel trusses, as it is desirable that the mosts 

economical type of roof be supplied consistent 
with strength observing that it will be subject 
to strong winds and that it will be erected 
in an exposed position. Only ovex-all dimensions 
are shown on the attached drawing,and the pitch 
of roof shown is merely diagrammatic and may be 
altered if considered necessary and if more

The chief reason for roofing the 
reservoir is to prevent dirt and peat dust from 
being blown in from the adjacent peat bogs.
The design has therefore been left to the Crown 
Agents for the Colonies, and these notes and. attached 
drawing are given as a guide.

50 Panes of Hartley’s rough rolled wired glass 
for fixing in above skylights.
cize of pane 38.3/8" x I0|". (This size 
is given b' Messrs Braby Ltd. as being 
suitable for above skylights).



(3).

The cost complete in England for the whole 
has been estimated at between £550 to £600, 
and it is hoped that the amount of £600 will not 
be exceeded.

f
/ ■ <

(7).

(8).

Executive Engine er.I9th August, 1926.

Ill parts for roof trusses, etc., should 
be lettered before shipment and a key nlan supplied 
and forwarded by the successful contractor 
to facilitate erection on site.



MINUTE.

3rd May,

Frpjn, Senior Medical Officer.

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY,

Stanley, Falkland Islands.

2.

At Stanley.

It would be of interest to take samples of water for 
chemical analysis, six different samples would be required.

Senior Medical Officer.

/EQm

that, recently, 
At Mullet Creek.

]935

I have the honour to inform you and wish to report
I inspected the Stanley Water Supply. ,

1. The small collecting channel on S.E.side of the'stone river might,with advantage, be completed and connected up to the present collecting chamber.
A dozen or more sheep were grazing in the enclosed area. The P.W.D. have been informed and are dealing with the matter.

The quality of the water would be improved, if the tanks were covered over, but I understand that funds do not permit of such work.
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t

MINUTE.

G ;.l „.xl U.U0 , 19 35
I

Public "'or"OjFrom

'-'tanle?7. THE COLONIAL SECRETARY,

Stanley, Falkland Islands.

water supnly to Government House. 1 am not aware
which ' ..’ioi

enquiries

’measure filter Wile"’ could be inserted

2. 1 f’ttnch an illustration of

"bite "treet, Itcomnany,

annliances for eliminating neat stain. la.kingin
r enpiiries it should. be stated that the filter

pipe,
'''he output ner clay of the filter should ’’ot be less

and after passing through the
1

act as a
This tank is situated 30 feet inmediately above
the proposed site of the filter.

3. The mice

To
5

J
« • ■

?.dapt one of their

His

n*de by *,fe3srs Briti

from the

filtered water reservoir.

iroctor

f .o.b.

No._________
(It is requested 

that, in any refer
ence to this minute, 
the above Number 
and the date may 
be quoted).

sh Pasteur Ohriberland Filter

liter the water will require to rise to a 400 gallon 
tank which win.

this firn could

"vcellenc^ the '-’-overnor is desirous
of having the neat stain eliminated

given.

Director of 'hfblic '''irks.

any ■'"liter at present on the market

than 600 gallons,

nossible that

achieve this, but 1 would suggest that

into the main suonly where it enters Government House.

is required for insertion into a I inch main supply 
the pressure being 33 lbs per square inch.

with a main

be ’wde from the Orovm “wonts for the colonies
the possibilities of carrying this out

a pressure filter

with one battery of spare 
candles or other filtering medium should be

London, 0.0.2.



jfa'OX
No. ofNo. Price.I Tubes, ’

J

No. 232

/For prices of Filtered Water Reservoirs, see page 14.

a

232 A
232 B
232 C
232 D

Output 
per day.

10
20
30
40

d 
o
0 
0 
0

I 200 gallons
I 400 ..
i 600 ..

800

—.jnr — 
if >1 |||||Bl hi| ii

LARGE SIZE
MAIN PRESSURE FILTERS 

FOR. USE WITH
FILTERED WATER RESERVQtR

No. 232.—Cast Iron, galvanised 
throughout and fitted with N.P. in
let, outlet and air cocks.

1I 
if ci

i

J

n
I1A!

£ s
14 0
26 10
37 10
48 10

cAseoun/' y

Spare Candles, No. 1, for the abo.i 
Fillers, 5/- each.

10 
dr-e £ A/ ed/~ /'o


